JAMESTOWN DESK AND OFFICE SYSTEM

Blending elegance, versatility and economy in a Corcraft-exclusive design

CONTEMPORARY/Case Goods
JAMESTOWN offers executive office elegance to a workstation grouping ready for the entire office.

Double Workstation in Wild Cherry and Slate

Corcraft is your NYS preferred source vendor — place your order today!
The new Jamestown desk and office furnishing line is Corcraft’s entry into the emerging market for self-contained office workspaces based on complementary furnishings.

Jamestown consists of desks and extensions, credenzas, files, bookcases, hutches, cabinets and more that can be used as single units, combined into a formal office suite, or configured as a large workstation.
The JAMESTOWN look is contemporary and handsome, with clean lines and elegant details.

The entire line of over 100 products was custom designed for Corcraft, so all pieces visually integrate perfectly whether it’s an office or an entire floor.
Corcraft is offering Jamestown in new, contemporary wood grain and colored laminate with some degree of mix and match between top surface and bases.

These combinations add choice - and style - to interior decoration possibilities.
Look closely to appreciate the well-thought-out designs.

Jamestown’s design objectives were set from the start: contemporary looks, fine details, versatility, and designed for quality. The closer you look and understand these philosophies, the more there is to appreciate.

Corcraft is your NYS preferred source vendor — place your order today!
As planned, a suite—or a floor full—of Jamestown works visually and practically for your organization.

- Fine details like the drawer pulls and door handles
- Precise fits within each component, and between components
- Carefully calculated sizes not only offer a wide range of desks, credenzas, etc., but ensure that different furnishings look well together.
- Meets ANSI/BIFMA performance standards.
If your project requires a master plan

Jamestown can be configured into freestanding workstations - the latest trend in office systems.

Workstation in Country Maple and Slate

Corcraft is your NYS preferred source vendor — place your order today!
When your project includes multiple offices or a floor with multiple workstations, experienced Corcraft designers can provide you with problem solving ideas on the most efficient use of your existing space and recommend the Jamestown configurations that best meet your overall need.
Consultation typically includes an initial site visit and interviews to gather information.

Using our custom software specifically integrated with the Jamestown line, Corcraft can move through the design process to a final cost estimate for final customer approval.

Corcraft installation services help ensure that your plans are executed precisely and efficiently. Corcraft installation crews are supervised by seasoned professionals with many years experience. They anticipate problems and help smooth the transition from open space to a productive work space.

Corcraft is your NYS preferred source vendor — place your order today!
Credenza File / Kneehole / File in Wild Cherry

Credenza File / Door / File in Wild Cherry

Rectangular Conference Table in Country Maple

Boat Shaped Conference Table in Wild Cherry and Slate

Round Occasional Table in Wild Cherry
Selecting your JAMESTOWN furnishings

One of Jamestown’s strengths is the versatility - the variety - available to customers.

To help in specifying the precise components, sizes, configurations and laminates, our Pricing and Specification Guide contains technical specifications on the entire line, sizes, item codes and prices required for ordering. The Guide is available from your sales representative or by contacting us at the address below.

Another reason to consider Jamestown office furnishings

Corcraft is the marketplace name for the New York State Department of Correctional Services, Division of Industries. Corcraft is a Preferred Source in New York State, thereby exempting purchases from Corcraft from the competitive procurement provisions of state finance law. Customers can buy directly from Corcraft without having to go through a time-consuming bid process.

Jamestown Desk and Office Suite System is an ULTRA-FRAME® design

All Corcraft customers can get assistance from a Corcraft sales representative. They provide detailed information on the more than 300 Corcraft products and can help in selecting the best solution and in placing orders. If you have not been contacted by Corcraft, please call our Customer Service Unit listed to the right. To place an order directly to our headquarters, FAX or mail your purchase order using the contact information at the right. If you FAX your purchase order, please do not mail a duplicate.